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AUCKLAND TO MANGONUI

After completing the 2008 Round North Island race with Danaide for an

With the late Sir Peter Blake initiating the first RNI race after competing in

Off we go - on February 22 - for a well earned break away from the

overall win on ORC and fourth on PHRF we thought we had this two

the Two Handed Round Britain Race with Sir Robin Knox-Johnston we like

hustle and bustle... last fifty can be tricky - inside the islands or

handed sailing sorted. But then as only life can do to you, we had a bearing

to maintain the tradition of everyone wearing red socks on the start line, so

outside? Mangonui Cruising Club will have the welcome mat out in

collapse in our steering system off the West Coast in the 2011 race, so we

don't forget!

their new clubrooms.

decided to turn back and withdraw rather than risk sailing on the wind, with
a lee shore, for three more days to reach Wellington. Not to be deterred,

Fair Winds!

MANGONUI TO WELLINGTON

we decided to have a crack at the Round New Zealand race in 2012. The

Study ‘the banks’ while you regroup in Mangonui - don’t forget to

goal was to finish, even if it took us a month. Many times we were accused

Jon Henry

turn left at the top, keep an eye out for oil rigs and protestors,

of taking the scenic route. But we got there with our fair share of dramas,

Race Director, SSANZ

Kapiti Island and the South Island - which ( sometimes ) appears

what with a weather bomb in the Tasman and then breaking a window off

closer than the North Island as you approach Wellington...

Portland Island. We ended up finishing fifth on PHRF out of ten starters...

Study the tides - Wellington RIPS!

mission accomplished.

WELLINGTON TO NAPIER

For the 2014 RNI race I thought I would be take the easy option and assist

Windy at Palliser most days. Can be a windy trip up the Wairarapa,

the Race Officer with the rum provisioning at all the stopovers. However it

but the hospitality in Napier makes up for any hardship.

quickly became apparent that this would not be the case and I ended up
being upgraded to Race Director. Since then I’ve sold Danaide and been

NAPIER TO AUCKLAND

to Europe and bought a Dufour 525, which we sailed back from the Greek

The leg with the most turns, and challenges. As you approach each

Islands to NZ via Panama, 15000nm in 12 months with 30 friends and family

cape - do you go offshore or stay inshore - cover him or cover her?

doing 1 or more legs.

Right about now - It’s all about the loaded gun...

It has been my pleasure to be Race Officer for the 2017 RNI and 2019 RNZ.
We must be doing something right at SSANZ... every race we are seeing
more entrants, more new faces, and enjoying many more stories.

Activator:

Anarchy:

Design

Hauraki 45

Design

YD40 - Brett Bakewell-White

Sail Number

9189

Sail Number

37001

Length overall

13.85m

Length overall

12.2m

Beam

4.5m

Beam

3.75m

Draft

2.75m

Draft

3.2m
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Activator is a Hauraki 45 designed by Craig Loomes and built by Vaudrey Miller.

Originally built by Yachting Developments in 2015 as a YD37, Anarchy is just out of

Activator will be skippered in the 2020 RNI by Andrew Peat & Rob Neeley. Activator

the shed and is now officially a YD40 thanks to some design tweaks by Bakewell-

will be on her second RNI lap with Andrew and Rob on board. In the 2017 RNI,

White. With an extra 3 feet, this carbon fibre beauty means serious business.

Activator was 2nd overall on corrected time so she’s definitely a boat to keep your

In the 2020 RNI Anarchy will be skippered by AJ Reid and Will Reid and you can

eye on! Activator was designed as a Hauraki Gulf cruiser/racer and spends the

expect this father and son combination to be keen to keep up the winning form we

summer set up as the family holiday home and in the winter she becomes a racer.

have seen from Anarchy since her launch!

Am Meer:

Arbitare:

Design

Bavaria 38

Design

Farr 11.6

Sail Number

8843

Sail Number

4124

Length overall

11.83m

Length overall

11.6m

Beam

3.87m

Beam

3.66m

Draft

2.20m

Draft

2.07m
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Am Meer is a Bavaria 38, based in Wellington that sails

Arbitare was sixth on elapsed time and fifth on corrected time in the

out of the Lowry Bay Yacht Club. In the 2020 RNI Am

2019 RNZ, a great result given the race definitely threw some challenges

Meer will be sailed by Geoff Thorn and Katie Mathison,

at these young chaps! Sailed by Murray Hartley and Dave Ormandy,

who maybe the team to watch as they negotiate the rips

Arbitare is a Farr 11.6 designed by Bruce Farr. Arbitare is Wellington

and tides approaching Wellington.

based and will do a double lap of the North Island between deliveries of
the boat and doing the race!

9
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Atamai:

C U Later:

Design Beneteau

First 44.7

Design

Ross 8.0m

Sail Number

9785

Sail Number

8586

Length Overall

13.6m

Length overall

8.0m

Beam

3.96m

Beam

3.3m

Draft

2.6m

Draft

2.2m

Atamai is a Beneteau First 44.7, designed by Bruce Farr and a

10
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C U Later is a Murray Ross 8m, built by Vaudrey Miller - one of the

regular on the Auckland racing scene. Atamai will be sailed by

smaller boats in the feet and could be a reasonably wet ride! Expect

Simon Malpas and Bryon Wright in the 2020 RNI.

Logan and Nico to be pushing hard - in the 2018 SSANZ Triple Series

The lads have been sailing together since 2018 and this is their first

C U Later took the double in their division. With plenty of two handed

RNI. Keep an ear out on the racecourse for singing in the shower -

racing miles together on C U Later, you can expect this to be a real

( hot of course ) to music from Hank Wangford and Celine Dion!

advantage for Logan and Nico at the smaller boat end of the fleet.

Blink:

Clockwork:

Design

Shaw 12

Design

Bakewell – White 37

Sail Number

110011

Sail Number

9635

Length overall

12.0m

Length overall

11.3m

Beam

4.0m

Beam

3.6m

Draft

3.0m

Draft

2.65m
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Blink is a Rob Shaw 12 built by Craig Partridge Yacht - designed

Clockwork is a Bakewell-White 37 designed by Brett Bakewell-White and

to maximise the performance potential of a 12m offshore

built by Dave Norris. Clockwork has had some impressive form this year,

monohull, with the capacity to sleep a full racing crew and also be

including winning the Jack Tar Regatta in February and the Lewmar Triple

set up for cruising. Blink was built to race hard and be reliable,

Series on Handicap this year. In the 2020 RNI Clockwork will be skippered

with twin rudders, twin hydraulic rams, and dual hydraulic keel

by Steve Mair and Jamie Logan and you can expect these guys to be

power sources (electric and engine pumps).

pushing hard to maintain their winning form!
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Coppelia:

35

Distraction:

Design Farr

11.60

Design

Farr 1020

Sail Number

4522

Sail Number

6015

Length overall

11.6m

Length overall

10.40m

Beam

3.66m

Beam

3.2m

Draft

1.94m

Draft

1.7m

Coppelia was fifth on elapsed time and third on corrected time in

Distraction is a Farr 1020 designed by Bruce Farr and built by Sea

the 2019 RNZ and is back again for another lap of the North Island

Nymph. Farr 1020’s have been a common sight on the New

for this awesome sailing duo.

Zealand racing scene for over 30 years, including SSANZ events

Sailed by Rob Croft and Sally Garrett ( the only Woman in the 2019

and should never be underestimated.

RNZ ), Coppelia is a Farr 11.6 by legendary designer Bruce Farr

Distraction is based at Waikawa. She has a new rudder, tiller and

with plenty of miles under her keel from long distance racing!

rigging - and will be skippered by Guy Mannering and Matt Perry.
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Deep Throttle:

Duty Free:

Design

Shaw 9m

Design

Farr 1220

Sail Number

9191

Sail Number

6697

Length overall

9.14m

Length overall

12.19m

Beam

3.0m

Beam

3.81m

Draft

2.5m

Draft

2.4m

Deep Throttle is a Rob Shaw 9m. This seriously fun racing

21

4

Duty Free is a Farr 1220 by Bruce Farr and built by Sea Nymph

machine stands out with her deep purple hull as she glides on

Yachts. Skippered by SSANZ President Andrew Mackmurdie and

by. Sailed in the 2020 RNI by Skippers Ned Dalbeth-Hudson

Jennifer Haliday, Duty Free is a regular on the SSANZ and wider

and Nikolas Black you can expect Deep Throttle to punch

Auckland Racing scene. Andrew and Jenn are fit and experienced

above her weight.

yachties - they’ve sailed together for about 10 years, covering
coastal races and SSANZ events.

Fifth Dimension:

14

7

Gale Force:
Design

Elliott 1050

Design

Beneteau First 36.7

Sail Number

8044

Sail Number

8272

Length overall

10.50m

Length overall

10.98m

Beam

3.7m

Beam

3.5m

Draft

2.3m

Draft

2.2m

Gale Force was third on elapsed time and fourth on corrected

Yuri has been transitioning Fifth Dimension from cruiser to racer, including

time in the 2019 RNZ and is back again for a lap of the North

some new sails that have just been delivered by our friends at Evolution

Island. This time!

Sails NZ. Fifth Dimension is yet to start a yacht race in New Zealand. She

Sailed by Ken Ormandy and Sam Tucker, Gale Force is a ‘slightly

will be sailed by Yuri Schokking and Richard Borrell, in their second RNI

tweaked’ Elliott 1050 “Family Cruiser” by legendary designer

together after completing the previous race on Farr 1020 Jet.

Greg Elliott, and one of four 1050s competing in the race.

High Voltage:

Higher Ground:

Design

Elliott 1050

Design

Ross 10.66

Sail Number

6962

Sail Number

6883

Length overall

10.50m

Length overall

10.66m

Beam

3.7m

Beam

3.8m

Draft

2.3m

Draft

2.7m

High Voltage is an Elliott 1050, designed by Greg Elliott and built by Eagle

Higher Ground is a Ross 10.66 designed by Murray Ross and

Yachts and is one of four Elliott 1050’s in this event. High Voltage is based

built by Robertson in 1990. She has had two major birthdays

in Christchurch and is our most southern entry in the 2020 RNI.

in 2000 and 2015. These days Higher Ground has a carbon

High Voltage will be skippered by Victoria Murdoch and Emily Riley.

rig and moveable water ballast. In the 2020 RNI Higher

Victoria and Emily are the only all-female entry in the 2020 RNI.

Ground will be skippered by Bruce Curson and Nick Olson.

2
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Katana:

31

Kick:

Design

Sunfast 3600

Design

Elliott 1050

Sail Number

36000

Sail Number

8349

Length overall

10.80m

Length overall

10.58m

Beam

3.55m

Beam

3.72m

Draft

2.14m

Draft

2.28m

Katana is another one of the five yachts in this RNI that successfully

Kick, another Elliott 1050 in the race, is a recent arrival from across

competed in last year’s epic 2019 RNZ, and is back again for some

the ditch. Kick, sailed by Brendan Sands and his father Richard

more action in 2020 with a new co-skipper joining the boat for the lap

Sands will have plenty of competition as Gale Force, Sniper and

of the North Island. Sailed by Nigel Garland and Grant Wakefiled,

High Voltage are also all Elliott 1050’s who are just as keen as them

Katana is a well sorted short-handed yacht designed by Daniel

to “Kick Ass” and take the bragging rights from the other 1050’s.

Andrieu and built at the Jeanneau factory in France.

You can expect to see some fierce competition in this division.
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Krakatoa II:

Kia Kaha:
Design

TP 52

Design

Pogo 40

Sail Number

56718

Sail Number

155555

Length overall

15.8m

Length overall

12.18m

Beam

4.43m

Beam

4.5m

Draft

3.5m

Draft

3.0m

Kia Kaha was designed by Reichel/Pugh and built in Spain by Barcos

38
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Krakatoa II will be hoping for some better breeze as they round the

Deportivos and has been sailed by Russell Coutts and some of the

top of North Island after getting stuck in a hole there during the

then young breed of TeamNZ Sailors back in 2005. Kia Kaha came to

RNZ2019. They’re back again for another lap and hopefully

New Zealand from San Diego and is now actively campaigned by the

conditions that are better suited to the mighty Krakatoa II.

Hornell family, from the Bay of Islands. In the 2020 RNI Kia Kaha will

Sailed by Matt Flynn and Scott Wilson, Krakatoa II is a Pogo 40 that

be skippered by Chris Hornell and Rebecca Gmuer-Hornell.

will be a familiar sight to SSANZ racers as a regular in our fleet.

37
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Laissez Faire:

Motorboat II:

Design

Beneteau First 47.7

Design

Elliott 10.5

Sail Number

8769

Sail Number

6419

Length overall

14.3m

Length overall

10.50m

Beam

4.5m

Beam

4.05m

Draft

2.3m

Draft

2.6m

Evolution Sails boss Rodney bought Laissez Faire as a family cruiser, but

Motorboat II was second on both elapsed and corrected time in

you can expect the yacht will be in serious race mode in time for the race.

the 2019 RNZ and used this race as part of their warm-up for this

With a couple of Evolution sails already in the pipeline Rodney and Mike

year’s race. Sailed by Damon Jolliffe and Josh Tucker, Motorboat

will be pushing Laissez Faire hard in their chase to claim the handicap win

II is an Elliott 10.50, by designer Greg Elliott, race optimised and

and bragging rights amongst the Evolution Sails teams doing the race.

updated from the original build. Along with a fair bit of carbon she

Mike has his fishing gear aboard looking for that fishing trophy.

has arguably the best sound system in the fleet!

Miss Scarlet:

Moving Violation:

Design

IRC 52

Design

Greg Elliott 7.9m

Sail Number

11000

Sail Number

8054

Length overall

15.99m

Length overall

7.9m

Beam

4.52m

Beam

2.8m

Draft

3.51m

Draft

2.1m

Miss Scarlet has done some pretty impressive racing over the last two

Moving Violation is the smallest boat entered in the race. At just 7.0m

years including the Auckland to Noumea Race, New Caledonia

on the waterline, skippers Ben Beasley and Nick Gardiner will have

Groupama Race, Magnetic Island Race Week, Hamilton Island Race

plenty of work to do to keep their yacht at the front of the pack.

Week, Bay of Islands Race Week, the Jack Tar Regatta, the SSANZ

They have a number of new Evolution Sails NZ sails on board,

Series. The lads are pleased to add the 2020 RNI to the list.

meaning Moving Violation could be one to watch!

3
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Mr Kite:
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Pelagian II:

Design

Cape 40

Design

Stewart 34

Sail Number

16522

Sail Number

5014

Length overall

12.9m

Length overall

10.44m

Beam

3.7m

Beam

3.1m

Draft

2.9m

Draft

1.67m

Mr Kite is a Cape 40 canting keel carbon fibre racing yacht,

Pelagian II is a Stewart 34, designed by R L ( Bob ) Stewart. Owner

designed by Andrew Cape and built by Boat Speed in NSW.

Kurt Boyle and co-skipper Matt Burkhardt completed the 2012 RNZ

Originally built in 2005, an extensive refit in 2009, saw the updated

surviving a near sinking in a weather bomb that hit the fleet.

design and construction include a technically advanced canting

Pelagian is a regular on the Stewart 34 scene in Auckland and in the

keel. In the 2020 RNI she will be skippered by Nathan Williams and

SSANZ series each year. Kurt has owned Pelagian II for 20 years -

Craig Satterthwaite.

expect a good turn of speed from this well sorted Stewart 34.

12

Relapse:

Odessey V:
Design

Young 12

Design

Young 50

Sail Number

8296

Sail Number

8681

Length overall

12.2m

Length overall

15.3m

Beam

4.2m

Beam

5.2m

Draft

2.1m

Draft

3.0m

Odyssey V is a Young 12, designed by Jim Young - launched in

34
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Relapse is a Young 50 designed by Jim Young - built by her skipper

1992. Odyssey will be skippered by Garry Coleman and Nigel

Mark Edwards in Kumeu over 5 years as an after hours project.

Sibun. Garry has been slowly converting her from a true cruiser

When she was launched she embarked on a 5 year family cruising

into a racer with new sails and removal of some excess weight.

adventure covering 17,000nm. More recently she has made

That said she is still very much a traditional Young 12 with no fancy

Westhaven home and Mark and Ash have been working hard to get

keel, square-top main or carbon spars, but does esspresso well...

Relapse ready for her Round North Island adventure.

Satellite Spy:

Sniper:

Design

Ross 40

Design

Elliott 1050

Sail Number

6162

Sail Number

8019

Length overall

12.34m

Length overall

10.50m

Beam

3.6m

Beam

3.7m

Draft

2.85m

Draft

2.4m
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Satellite Spy, a Ross 40, designed by Murray Ross and built by

Sniper is the first, and a wooden Elliott 1050, designed by Greg Elliott,

Nautec Yachts, is a well known Ross 40 hailing from the top of the

and built late 80’s . With a couple of refits since, she is one of four Elliott

South, with an impressive record in local waters.

1050’s in this year’s race, and carries a shiny new main from the team at

Satellite Spy has been spotted with a shiny new main, A5 and #3

Evolution Sails and a recently installed prod. Sniper will be skippered by

Jib on board from our mates at Evolution Sails NZ. Could have a

Phil Clark and Max Hawkes who will be keen to give the other 1050’s a

crayfish doing foredeck - they’ll be clawing their way to the podium.

run for their money.

Serena:

Start Me Up:

Design

Thompson 38

Design

Ross 930

Sail Number

28538

Sail Number

4903

Length overall

11.61m

Length overall

9.3m

Beam

3.75m

Beam

2.8m

Draft

3.1m

Draft

1.89m
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Serena - a Thompson 38, launched 2005 in San Francisco, is new

Start Me Up is a Murray Ross 930 built by Craddock. She’s based in

to the Auckland racing scene. In 2018 the owner sailed the boat

Whangarei but regularly heads south to Auckland to race in SSANZ

solo to NZ. Serena is a tiller steer, semi-displacement monohull with

events. Paul Parsonage and Neville Goldsbury ( aka Radar ) have been

great downwind performance. Serena is new to the local scene and

working hard to get the boat ready for the race. She’s recently had the

has had her development path in SSANZ events, and will be

mast out and everything replaced and there is plenty of other work

skippered by comedians Josh Adams and Ryan Parkin.

underway to make sure Start Me Up is in go fast mode by raceday.
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The Guarantee:

Truxton:

Design

Ross 10.66

Design

Tiller 34

Sail Number

8625

Sail Number

6563

Length overall

10.66m

Length overall

10.80m

Beam

3.8m

Beam

3.2m

Draft

2.7m

Draft

2.54m

The Guarantee, a Ross 10.66, designed by Murray Ross and built by

Truxton is a Tiller 34 designed and built by David Tiller. Truxton

Yachting Developments, is a Wellington based yacht with plenty of two-

competed in the 2017 RNI and will be back on the course this year

handed sailing under the keel, including RNI events.

with co-skippers William Horne and Iain Gifford. She’s recently been

Sailed by SSANZ Committe memeber Geoff Herd and Phil Gurnsey, The

in the beauty shop with a keel modification that should help with

Guarantee has been out of the water for some enhancements this year.

lower drag. Don’t be surprised to see these guys punching above

Looking for close racing with the other 10.66 Ross, Higher Ground.

their weight on PHRF and line.

Titanium:

Urban Cowboy:

Design

Stomp 38

Sail Number

16567

Design

Ross 40

Length overall

11.58m

Sail Number

4750

Beam

3.7m

Length overall

12.2m

Draft

2.8m

Beam

3.6m

Titanium, the overall winner of the 2019 RNZ on both elapsed and

Draft

2.7m

corrected time, is a Stomp 38, designed by Steve Thompson.

Urban Cowboy, a Murray Ross 40, is well known on the Auckland

Titanium is similar to Serena apart from a few subtle differences -

scene. Sailed by SSANZ Committee member Mike Grant and Garry

including wheel steer - so should be some good matchy-matchy sailing.

Jolliffe, Urban Cowboy will have fellow Ross 40, Satellite Spy, to

Titanium will be sailed by experienced yachties, short-handers, and

contend with along with a strong fleet in the 35-40 feet range which

brothers, Shane and Casey Bellingham.

should lead to a great battle for line and handicap in the division.
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Waka:
Design Thompson 850

The 2020 Round North Island Yacht Race is proudly bought to you by Evolution Sails.

Sail Number

8907

As a sponsor Evolution Sails has been a great supporter to our fleet with yachts

Length overall

8.5m

including Arbitare, Atamai, C U Later, Distraction, Fifth Dimension, Gale Force, Higher

Waka is a Steve Thompson 850. Waka has an impressive race
record round the cans and longer races including a previous RNI.

Ground, Katana, Kick, Krakatoa, Laisse Faire II, Miss Scarlet, Motorboat II, Moving

8

Violation, Odyssey, Satellite Spy, Sniper and Waka all carrying at least one new sail

Waka is currently in the shed for a “birthday” and we are excited to

from Evolution Sails for the race. It’s a great endorsement from our fleet of Evolution’s

see what she looks like when she splashes again soon.

product and their commitment to short-handed sailing in New Zealand.

As one of the smaller boats in the 2020 RNI fleet, you can expect
Waka to punch above her weight and be in the mix for both line and

Evolution Sails owner Rodney Keenan ( sailing Laissez Faire II in the race ) says -

PHRF results for her division. Waka will be skippered by

“We are thrilled to be part of this exceptional race, the history, talented sailors, and

experienced yachties Sam Cremer and Brett Elliott.

challenge that this race is, make it one of a few truly iconic New Zealand races and
Evolution Sails are excited to be part of this event. With four members of the Evolution
Sails Auckland team also racing in the event we truly understand the needs of the
short-handed sailor and welcome the opportunity to help these sailors get the most

Wired:

out of their yachts and sails. We can’t wait to be with the fleet on the start line and are

Design

Bakewell-White 15.85

Sail Number

10303

Length overall

15.85m

Beam

4.15m

Draft

4.0m

Wired is a Bakewell-White 15.85 designed by Bakewell White
Yacht Designs and built by Lloyd Stevenson - one of the first
canting keel ‘50s’ to grace Auckland’s harbour. Wired is a regular
SSANZ competitor taking out both line and handicap wins in the
2019 SSANZ Triple Series. Wired will be sailed by owner Rob
Bassett and long time co-skipper Angus Small.

here to help with any sail needs they have”.

In addition to our naming rights sponsor – Evolution Sails, SSANZ and the 2020 RNI is
grateful for the continued support of the New Zealand Sailing Foundation who have
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supported both the Round North Island and Round New Zealand events for several
additions of these races and without whose continuing support the RNI would not
have become the massive success it is today. Lastly a big thanks to our wider family of
sponsors and supporters who continue to partner with SSANZ.

Image Credits: SSANZ would like to thank Suellen Hurling & Live Sail Die, Deborah Williams,
Katie Hawkes and the many others who provided images for the 2020 Race Guide.

